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Caritas Tuen Mun Marden Foundation Secondary School 
Secondary 2 English Language 

Online Assignment (27/4 – 1/5) 
Reading Comprehension: The Outbreak 

 
S.D. Strider 

The Outbreak  
 

[1] My name is Ah Ming. I was a waiter at a cha chaan teng in Mong Kok. This is the story about 
how I became an infamous person in Hong Kong. 
 
[2] The day started just like any other. I woke up and went to work. I saw all our usual diners. 
There was the general practitioner, Dr Lu, and his nurse assistant. There was the insurance agent 
from her nearby office. And there were also some newcomers as well, such as a pregnant 
woman.  
 
[3] ‘Ah Ming! Please switch on the TV,’ Dr Lu asked anxiously. ‘I just got a text alert about some 
breaking news!’  
 
[4] So, I switched on the TV. ‘We interrupt this broadcast to bring you a special news bulletin,’ 
the anchor said. ‘According to hospital authorities, there may be an outbreak of an infectious 
disease spreading rapidly throughout Hong Kong.’  
 
[5] ‘Were you watching TV again?’ my boss shouted from the kitchen. 
 
[6] ‘Yes, I was watching the news,’ I replied. 
 
[7] ‘While you were watching the news, I was taking care of all your tables. Get back to work! 
Now!’ my boss screamed. 
 
[8] Ugh! I brought Dr Lu his meal. I couldn’t help overhearing the news though. ‘The virus 
seems to be spread through contaminated food. Several of the victims recently ate at the same 
restaurant in Mong Kok.’  
 
[9] Dr Lu was already digging into his chicken. He wasn’t looking too good though. He started 
holding his belly. His nose began to bleed. Was that  one of the symptoms of the new disease? 
 
[10] I looked down at my hands. Did I forget to wash them again? Actually, when was the last 
time I washed them? I couldn’t remember. 
 
[11] Dr Lu died before the ambulance arrived. The virus killed thousands of people before it was 
finally stopped. And it was my fault. If I had washed my hands, no one would have died. That’s 
the story about how I became infamous in Hong Kong.  
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Part A 
Choose the best answer. 
 
1. A diner is  _______________. 
A the main meal of the day 
B a waiter 
C a person eating a meal  
D a doctor 

 
2. Who was NOT a regular customer at the restaurant? 
A the pregnant woman 
B Dr Lu 
C the insurance agent  
D the nurse assistant 

 
3. Dr Lu asked Ah Ming to turn on the TV because _______________. 
A he wanted to watch a TV drama 
B he wanted to know what was happening 
C he wanted to break something  
D he was anxious 

 
4. The boss’s tone in paragraphs 5 and 7 was _______________. 
A pleased 
B worried 
C humorous   
D annoyed  

 
5. When someone is ‘digging into’ something, it means he/she is _______________. 
A making a hole in the ground 
B eating quickly 
C cutting something  
D yelling at someone  

 
6. Ah Ming feels _______________ at the end of the story. 
A regretful 
B hopeful 
C positive  
D nervous 

 
Part B 
Answer the following questions using information from the short story. Write your answers in the spaces provided. 
For multiple-choice questions, choose the best answer. 
 
7. Is it normal for the news to be broadcast at this time? Explain your answer. 
 
8. In paragraph 8, ‘Urgh!’ is an example of … 

A alliteration 
B exclamation 
C metaphor 
D simile 
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9. Use ONE word top complete each blank. 
 
According to the news i) __________________, the ii) _________________ moves from 
person to person through iii) ___________________ food.  
 

 
10. Read the story again and decide whether the following statements are True (T), False (F)or 
the information is Not Given (NG).  
 
i)   At the beginning of the story, Ah Ming is an infamous person. 
ii)  Ah Ming worked in a restaurant. 
iii) Ah Ming was fired from his job at the end.  
 
 
11. Which book category does ‘The Outbreak’ fall under? 

A detective story 
B comedy 
C thriller 
D romance 

 
12. What is the message of the story? 
 
Part C 
Complete the short story below by filling in the banks with the correct words from the boxes. Make sure the 
sentences are grammatically correct. 
 

alert (n.) anchor (n.) bulletin (n.) contaminated (adj.) interrupt (v.) 
 
I was sitting at my desk working when my phone beeped loudly from a text  
(13) ______________. I picked it up, feeling a little annoyed as it (14) ______________ my 
work. 
 
I nearly dropped the expensive device in disbelief as I stared at the incredible message. My sister 
Emily had just texted me to say our father was in hospital with an infectious disease! 
 
‘How is he?’ I quickly texted back. 
 
Emily replied that he had a high fever and his eyes were bleeding. I couldn’t believe it!  
 
I immediately tapped on the TV news app. The news (15) ______________ was reading an 
urgent news (16) ______________, ‘The Government suspects that the disease is being spread 
through (17) ______________ chicken.’ 
 
I glanced down at the half-eaten fried chicken leg on the desk beside me. Suddenly, I began to 
feel really hot and my eyes started to bleed … 
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Part D 
Study the things you can find at the hospital. Label each set of pictures with the correct words. 
 

The hospital 
 

ambulance drip syringe 
crutches stretcher wheelchair 

 
  

 
 

 
 

18. _________________ and __________________ 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

      
 

19. _________________ and __________________ 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

      
 

 

20. _________________ and __________________ 
 

 


